There are three ways to access LexisNexis® Analyzer:

1. Click LexisNexis Analyzer on the main source selection screen on the Legal tab.
2. While viewing a case, click on either the Counsel or the Judge link.
3. Go to www3.lexis.com/analyzer

No matter what stage of the case you’re in, your critical insights grow with the LexisNexis services.

Investigation
Uncover key information about litigants, judges, experts, and more—quickly and easily
• LexisNexis® CourtLink® Strategic Profiles
• LexisNexis® Company Analyzer
• LexisNexis® Company Dossier
• LexisNexis® SmartLinx™
• NEW! LexisNexis® Analyzer

Get in-depth intelligence on ...• Judges• Experts• Opposing counsel• Arbitrators

By having all this information at your fingertips, you can gain a strategic advantage in your cases.

Uncover key information about litigants, judges, experts, and more … quickly and easily

Getting information about judges, arbitrators, opposing counsel, and experts is becoming an increasingly important part of developing case strategies. To make these tasks easier, look to a new tool from LexisNexis® that compiles relevant information from a wide array of sources, including federal and state cases, jury verdicts and settlements, Martindale-Hubbell® Law Directory, various expert directories, law review articles, Mealey publications, thousands of news sources, public records documents, and many more.

LexisNexis® Analyzer is a tool designed to provide researchers with quick and easy access to key information about judges, arbitrators, opposing counsel, and experts. The service compiles relevant information from a wide array of sources, including federal and state cases, jury verdicts and settlements, Martindale-Hubbell® Law Directory, various expert directories, law review articles, Mealey publications, thousands of news sources, public records documents, and many more.
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Now you can:

Profile the judge or arbitrator handling your case. Review biographical information, opinions in previous cases, authored law review articles, and more to learn about:

- his experiences/expertise in a particular area of law,
- his interactions (via other cases) with opposing counsel,
- his biases,
- his tendencies, such as citing unpublished opinions, in order to help prepare your strategy and better advise your internal clients about what to expect.

Learn as much as possible about opposing counsel or counsel you wish to hire:

- whether she has expertise in this area of law,
- how often she has appeared before this judge,
- whether she settles most of her cases or wins them on motions or takes them to trial,
- to help you better understand your opponent or make the best choice in selecting local counsel.

Learn as much as possible about opposing counsel’s expert or an expert you wish to retain:

- uncover potential skeletons in the closet,
- learn whether his testimony has ever been stricken,
- learn whether he has been sanctioned,
- get indications of bias or inaccuracy in the information he/she has provided in the past,
- to help you better understand your opponent or make the best choice in retaining local counsel.

Get information about opposing counsel or an expert you wish to hire:

- whether they have expertise in this area of law,
- whether they have settled most of their cases or have a reputation for winning them on motions or taking them to trial,
- to help you better understand your opponent or make the best choice in selecting local counsel.

Step 1
Just fill in the blanks and click Go.

Step 2
You’ll see a listing of all documents retrieved, grouped by document type—cases, jury verdicts and settlements, directory entries, law review articles, Mealey publications, news articles, etc.

Step 3
Just select the documents you want by using the checkboxes and click Generate Report.

You’ll see something that looks like this:

Step 4
Dig even deeper into the litigants, opposing counsel and judges in your cases by accessing LexisNexis® CourtLink® Strategic Profiles right from the main page. Providing in-depth, court-records research, Strategic Profiles provide critical insight into the litigation history of all the key players involved in your litigation.
Now you can:

Profile the judge or arbitrator handling your case. Learn biographical information, opinions in previous cases, authored law review articles, and more to help you:

• assess potential biases in the judge,
• aware of his or her experiences/expertise in a particular area of law,
• interactions (via other cases) with opposing counsel,
• biases,
• tendencies, such as citing unpublished opinions, in order to help prepare your strategy and better advise your internal clients about what to expect.

Learn as much as possible about opposing counsel or counsel you wish to hire:

• whether she has expertise in this area of law,
• how often she has appeared before this judge,
• whether she settles most of her cases or wins them on motions or takes them to trial,
• get information about opposing counsel’s expert or an expert you wish to retain, etc.

Get information about opposing counsel’s expert or an expert you wish to retain:

• whether she has expertise in this area of law,
• whether she has been sanctioned,
• get indications of bias or inaccuracy or inconsistencies in the information she has presented in the past.

Step 1

Just fill in the blanks and click Go.

Step 2

You’ll see a listing of all documents retrieved, grouped by document type — cases, jury verdicts and settlements, directory entries, law review articles, Mealey publications, news articles, etc.

Step 3

You’ll see a listing of all documents retrieved, grouped by document type — cases, jury verdicts and settlements, directory entries, law review articles, Mealey publications, news articles, etc.

Step 4

You’ll see a listing of all documents retrieved, grouped by document type — cases, jury verdicts and settlements, directory entries, law review articles, Mealey publications, news articles, etc.

You’ll see something that looks like this:

Step 5

You’ll see a listing of all documents retrieved, grouped by document type — cases, jury verdicts and settlements, directory entries, law review articles, Mealey publications, news articles, etc.
Now you can:

Profile the judge or arbitrator handling your case. Review biographical information, opinions in previous cases, authored law review articles, and more to learn of his …

• experiences/expertise in a particular area of law,
• interactions (via other cases) with opposing counsel, biases, tendencies, such as citing unpublished opinions, in order to help prepare your strategy and better advise your internal clients about what to expect.

Learn as much as possible about opposing counsel or counsel you wish to hire …

• whether she has expertise in this area of law,
• how often she has appeared before this judge,
• whether she settles most of her cases or wins them on motions or takes them to trial, to help you better understand your opponent or make the best choice in selecting local counsel.

Get information about opposing counsel’s expert or an expert you wish to retain …

• uncover potential skeletons in the closet,
• learn whether his testimony has ever been sanctioned,
• indicators of bias or inaccuracy in the information he/she has provided in the past,
• indications of inexperience in biographical information, etc.

Step 1
Just fill in the blanks and click Go.

Step 2
You’ll see a listing of all documents retrieved, grouped by document type—cases, jury verdicts and settlements, directory entries, law review articles, Mealey publications, news articles, etc.

Step 3
Just select the documents you want by using the checkboxes and click Generate Report.
You’ll see something that looks like this:

Step 4
Dig even deeper into the litigants, opposing counsel and judges in your cases by accessing LexisNexis® CourtLink® Strategic Profiles right from the main page. Providing in-depth, court-records research, Strategic Profiles provide critical insight into the litigation history of all the key players involved in your litigation.
No matter what stage of the case you’re in, your critical insights grow with the LexisNexis services.

### Investigation
Uncover key information about litigants, judges, experts, and more—quickly and easily

LexisNexis® CourtLink® Strategic Profiles
LexisNexis® Company Analyzer
LexisNexis® Company Dossier

NEW! LexisNexis® Analyzer

Plus, the largest collection of news, business, and public records resources

### Discovery
Cut discovery down to size

LexisNexis® Applied Discovery®

Time-saving sample forms and guides: Bender’s Forms of Discovery, Discovery: Mealey’s Litigation Report

Authoritative practice guides and analytical materials: Civil Discovery and Depositions, Antitrust Discovery Handbook

### Legal Research
Build your best case with trusted content—yours and ours

LexisNexis® Total Research System at www.lexis.com

LexisNexis® Total Search

Shepard’s® Citations Service

Matthew Bender® Publications

LexisNexis® Case Summaries and LexisNexis® Headnotes

### Current Awareness
Stay up-to-date on the issues that affect your cases, clients, and entire practice

CourtLink® Alerts and Trackers

Mealey’s Litigation Reports

LexisNexis® Research Trackers

ECLIPSE™ Services

Getting information about judges, arbitrators, opposing counsel, and experts is becoming an increasingly important part of developing case strategies. To make these tasks easier, look to a new tool from LexisNexis® that compiles relevant information from a wide array of sources, including federal and state cases, jury verdicts and settlements, Martindale-Hubbell® Law Directory, various expert directories, law review articles, Mealey publications, thousands of news sources, public records documents, and many more.

By having all this information at your fingertips, you can gain a strategic advantage in your cases.

LexisNexis® Analyzer is a powerful tool that compiles relevant information from a wide array of sources, including federal and state cases, jury verdicts and settlements, Martindale-Hubbell® Law Directory, various expert directories, law review articles, Mealey publications, thousands of news sources, public records documents, and many more.

### Accessing LexisNexis® Analyzer:
1. Click LexisNexis Analyzer on the main source selection screen on the Legal tab.
2. While viewing a case, click on either the Counsel or the Judge link.
3. Go to www3.lexis.com/analyzer

Uncover key information about litigants, judges, experts, and more … quickly and easily

By having all this information at your fingertips, you can gain a strategic advantage in your cases.

Get in-depth intelligence on …

- Judges
- Experts
- Opposing counsel
- Arbitrators

One report … multiple sources … simultaneously

Locate the kernel of information you need to win your case and provide expert witness testimony, or access your existing research and analyze the potential impact on your case. Whether you’re a plaintiff or a defendant, a lawyer or a judge, you can use this tool to gain valuable insights into your case.”
No matter what stage of the case you’re in, your critical insights grow with the LexisNexis services.

Investigation

Uncover key information about litigants, judges, experts, and more—quickly and easily

LexisNexis® CourtLink® Strategic Profiles
LexisNexis® Company Analyzer
LexisNexis® Company Dossier

NEW! LexisNexis® Analyzer

Plus, the largest collection of news, business, and public records resources

Discovery

Cut discovery down to size

LexisNexis® Applied Discovery®

Time-saving sample forms and guides: Bender’s Forms of Discovery, Discovery: Harder’s Litigation Report

Authoritative practice guides and analytical materials: Civil Discovery and Depositions, Antitrust Discovery Handbook

Legal Research

Build your best case with trusted content—yours and ours

LexisNexis® Total Research System at www.lexis.com

LexisNexis® Total Search

Shepard’s® Citations Service

Matthew Bender® Publications

LexisNexis® Case Summaries and LexisNexis® Headnotes

Current Awareness

Stay up-to-date on the issues that affect your cases, clients, and entire practice

CourtLink® Alerts and Trackers

Mealey’s Litigation Reports

LexisNexis® Business Trackers

ECLIPSE™ Services

Uncover key information about litigants, judges, experts, and more…quickly and easily

Getting information about judges, arbitrators, opposing counsel, and experts is becoming an increasingly important part of developing case strategies. To make these tasks easier, look to a new tool from LexisNexis® that compiles relevant information from a wide array of sources, including federal and state cases, jury verdicts and settlements, Martindale-Hubbell® Law Directory, various expert directories, law review articles, Mealey publications, thousands of news sources, public records documents, and many more.

By having all this information at your fingertips, you can gain a strategic advantage in your cases.

Get in-depth intelligence on:

• Judges
• Experts
• Opposing counsel
• Arbitrators

One report… multiple sources… simultaneously

There are three ways to access LexisNexis® Analyzer:

1. Click LexisNexis Analyzer on the main source selection screen on the Legal tab.
2. While viewing a case, click on either the Counsel or the Judge link.
3. Go to www3.lexis.com/analyzer

LexisNexis provides the largest collection of news, business, and public records resources from a wide array of sources, including federal and state cases, jury verdicts and settlements, Martindale-Hubbell® Law Directory, various expert directories, law review articles, Mealey publications, thousands of news sources, public records documents, and many more.